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About This Content

Grab your friends and set off for adventure in Trove, the ultimate action MMO! Battle the forces of Shadow in realms filled
with incredible dungeons and items created by your fellow players. Whether hunting treasure in far-off lands or building realms

of your own, it’s never been this good to be square!

Things are getting steamy in Trove! Run, sail, or soar into the world of Trove in steampunk style. Enter this portal to the
pixelated realms of the Sun Goddess with a heartbroken companion cube at your side, or share the mysterious contents of an

orange box with a friend. Are you still hovering here? Join the action!

Includes:

Arcanium Steamboat

Arcanium Crawler Mount

Arcanium Discord Wings

The Orange Block x2*
  o   Headcrab
  o   Crowbar
  o   Companion Cube
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*These tradeable Orange Block packs contain a special Headcrab hat style, Crowbar weapon style, and Companion Cube ally –
use one for yourself and give one to a friend!
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Been playing this game on the ipad and i absolutely like it, i wish they make an update soon to recruit pictish units or see the
possibilities of new mercenaries and another campaign it would be great, keep up the good work.. I'll be straight forward :

Pros:
- Cool artstyle as seen in video and screenshot - retro pixelart. Cute but nothing amazing.
- Lotsa exploration to do, if that's your thing. The world is pretty massive and its not linear. Many roadblocks though.
- Many, decent puzzles. Makes up the bulk of the gameplay, so puzzles fans will be happy.
- Relaxing ambience and atmosphere. The lighting effects are really good and make a nice mood.

Cons:
- Lack of direction. I would often get lost or stuck and unsure where\/what to do. A lot of backtracking. Not so fun.
- Story is incoherent and did nothing to really engage me. Characters spout a lot of unimportant dialog. Player character (a hog)
has no personality (blank slate)
- No voice acting. Seeing as there are many NPCs and they have several lines, its a real shame.
- Many puzzles are frustrating and block progress. Could not be bothered to finish some the harder ones after many tries.
- Too many dead-ends and empty rooms. No powerups. No special collectibles to mention. Lacks rewards in general.
- Lacks combat or action. Only a con if you like that to be part of your game, which I do, at least a little bit.

I personnaly regret my purchase, but only because I got frustrated by the puzzles and unrewarding exploration, and
backtracking. If you love puzzles, especially hard ones, and don't need a relevant story, nor combat\/action, then you'll like it. It's
casual.

For a similar experience, one which I personnally prefered, see Steamworld Dig.

. Solid local multiplayer, but if you're anything like me you're wondering if the singleplayer is worth it. I completed the story
mode on normal difficulty in a little over 3 hours and enjoyed myself.

There's also a harder difficulty and additional singleplayer challenges, but I'm usually just a "beat the game on normal" kind of
guy. At some point I'll probably come back and play through story mode again (when my backlog isn't such a behemoth post-
Summer Sale XD).

Also, if the devs are reading these reviews - I'd love to see a singleplayer season mode, like Rocket League or Super Mega
Baseball. I think it would extend the replayability of the game.. If getting more characters isn't your thing, paying 5 bucks (or
even less during a sale) for 2 beautiful alternate board skins is a great way to support the developers. autumn board best board.
an interesting classic puzzle with new elements.

jungle graphics look kind of silly, but there are a few more tilesets!

( how about a minimalist \/ future one? ). Thumbs up! Community servers work well and are more stable than official ones. It is
like conan and ark but in wild west. Good graphics. i recommend!. A very short obstacle course game.

It's so short in fact, I think it's an ideal demo game to show guests if you wanted to give them something passive with a little
more movement. Also, Nacho Cheese flavor only. Doesn't look like I can have Cooler Ranch, which is the superior flavor.
Perhaps as a future update?

The shooting part in the trailer only comprises of like 20% of the game, and this is a short game. Figures that's why it's $3 at the
time of this review.

I recommend the 5-10 minutes of gameplay this provides if you have no other obstacle course game.. I liked the game.
Come up with more Levels, maybe different worlds and more upgrades. Maybe ability to mine resources.. The second
Homefront: the Revolution DLC, "Aftermath", is out and has you back in control of Brady following the events of the main
game. Revolutionary hero Walker, who was captured by the KPA in the main story, is still creating Korean propaganda
broadcasts and you plan to free him and bring him back into the Resistance -- or eliminate him if he has actually turned traitor
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to the cause.

Mechanically, there's nothing new to talk about here. The enemies are the same KPA you've always seen, the weapons are the
same (with a few shut off such as the mine launcher) and the maps are a linear set of streets and buildings. Though not as
obviously restrictive as the subway tunnels in "Voice of Freedom", there is still no open map or new zones as such although
buildings such as the radio station are new themselves. There's a wave fight with a small twist but not one that you're in control
of.

Like "Voice of Freedom", my "Not Recommended" rating doesn't really reflect the game play (which was fine; more of the
same) but rather the value for the asking price. Is an hour long DLC that brings little new to the game worth $6? I don't think so.
Is it worth playing if you already own the Season Pass\/Freedom edition? Sure. But the devlopers need to step up their game for
the final DLC to give it value that makes it worth purchasing on its own merits.
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The best of the god-oriented games from Choice of Games or Hosted Games, hands down. Rather less like classical Greek myth
than I expected, it captured the feel of many of the tales without the less pleasant bits. (Presumably, most players do not want to
see their character turned into a spider for irritating a deity, for example.) If you are interested in a text adventure where your
character tries out to join a pantheon, this is the game for you.. A relaxing take on the concept of god games.

In a way, it's quite like a version of civilization abstracted to the max and totally rid of the micromanagement.

Gameplay is quite simple, each turn you choose one developpement card (material or spiritual) for humanity about 4 possible
ones, trying to keep balances and avoid desasters.

Beware of Aliens and Zombies, they just cause trouble !. I have started to slow down my purchasing of Vive games, now that so
many are coming out every day, with a huge variety of quality and longevity.
For the money, and as a Early Access, this is a great game.
Long term it really needs some work, which I am sure they will do (and hope :) )
Worst complaint, and I've seen others mention it, is the aiming on the gun is terrible. SPT is awesome on this front. This should
be copied or the gun just made more accurate. Would like no gun loading option too, personally.
Enemies need more AI.
Enemies should be bigger too, in a VR headset it is hard to see them.
Shield perhaps, instead of a pretty useless sword?
A story would be great, maybe more changes to the levels.
The train track works well, and the idea is cool, and its fun to play.
I think most people will be happy with the fun for the money but leave the game wanting so much more.
I do recommend it for this price.
. Really enjoying this game! I like having different goals to go for throughout the game, and the interactions that move the story
along are fun. I like this UI better than the multiplayer Talisman, and hope it gets integrated into that. I can't always round up
my friends to play, and this is a great alternative. Well done!. So you pay for a season pass that doesn't even have one month in
it?

[edited] The 2 of 3 dlc (one being a standalone) are making this a better option. Still not 100%, but better.

[edited 2] As noted above, the 2 dlc makes this not quite 100%, but if at a Steam sale, definitely offsets. I appreciate that the
devs are still working\/responding, though it has been slow going.. I'm a huge fan of Portal, Talos Principle, and Turing Test but
I just didn't like this at all. The narrator drove me nuts and I simply didn't like the mechanics of the game. It does have some
nice imagery though.. The good:
- Addictive adventure
- Tattoo System
- Really beautiful graphic, seriously, i love it very much..
- Wide area
- The discount at price

The bad:
- Kinda repetitive
- Uhm, very little sidequest?

Overall, i enjoyed it and if you are in action rpg like bastion, give this a try... Colorado is a very challenging end game mission
that sections the map off to certain disguises and really challenges you to the fullest and many of the opportunities and
challenges are at their peak especially with this being the only map with four targets and hard to discover challenges this is truly
the most sinister made map yet however it can be fun when completed, I guess.

+Challenging as hell but not super annoyingly hard
+Restricts certain parts of the map to certain disguises
+Four targets
+Only three escalations
+Great opportunites
+Story is really developing into something worth playing for
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+So much to do

-Several targets barely move or stay within guard's POV for so long and gets annoying to try and kill them
-Area looks ugly and the colors look saturated and bad
-Certain escalation that is a real \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665er
-Very hidden challenges
-Super militarized and just crazy to adapt to
-Sniping someone off the water tower undetected will still cause guards to come and wait under the water tower and will never
leave even though they're "searching"

Colorado is a great start to the story of the game and is definitely the top of the list of challenging maps in the game however it's
very confusing and annoying with its difficulty and really makes you want to quit and go right to Japan but it just sucks lol.
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